By measuring the continuously varying phase of optically detected acoustic (AC) wavepackets in degenerate pump-probe schemes as functions of compositional strain profiles and time, the previously concealed nonlinear interrelation between the refractive index changes and phonon-induced strain was found. The compositional strain of AC wavepackets was manipulated representatively in nanoscale InGaN-based piezoelectric diodes by combining a vertical electrical field and spatially selective excitations. The corresponding mathematical formulations of differential reflectivity were extended to incorporate both the conventionally used linear photoelastic (PE) regime where the amplitude of dynamic Fabry-Perot interference matches with the Fourier component at the same Brillouin frequency and the nonlinear PE regime where the whole Fourier components of AC spectrum should be additionally involved. From the time-dependent phase analysis, the abrupt phase shift at the point of AC surface reflection and gradual phase changes during phonon propagation in defect-abundant electron reservoir are both explicated in terms of the frequency-dependent AC decay only measurable in nonlinear PE regime which is further distinguished from velocity modulation due to phonon-electron interaction seen in both regimes.
By measuring the continuously varying phase of optically detected acoustic (AC) wavepackets in degenerate pump-probe schemes as functions of compositional strain profiles and time, the previously concealed nonlinear interrelation between the refractive index changes and phonon-induced strain was found. The compositional strain of AC wavepackets was manipulated representatively in nanoscale InGaN-based piezoelectric diodes by combining a vertical electrical field and spatially selective excitations. The corresponding mathematical formulations of differential reflectivity were extended to incorporate both the conventionally used linear photoelastic (PE) regime where the amplitude of dynamic Fabry-Perot interference matches with the Fourier component at the same Brillouin frequency and the nonlinear PE regime where the whole Fourier components of AC spectrum should be additionally involved. From the time-dependent phase analysis, the abrupt phase shift at the point of AC surface reflection and gradual phase changes during phonon propagation in defect-abundant electron reservoir are both explicated in terms of the frequency-dependent AC decay only measurable in nonlinear PE regime which is further distinguished from velocity modulation due to phonon-electron interaction seen in both regimes.
PACS numbers:
From the viewpoint of GHz-THz AC detections, either the displacive excitation of coherent phonons or impulsive stimulated Brillouin scattering was initiated using ultrashort pumping lasers and successfully formulated based on the complex refractive index change ∆ ηñ due to phonon-induced dynamic strain η at probe energy E probe :
where the real (n) and imaginary part (κ) ofñ were conventionally presumed to be linearly changing with a constant η-induced differential bandgap ( ∂Eg ∂η in the low strain region with η<1 %) [1, 2] . In this so-called linear regime of photoelasticity (PE), the differential AC spectra are simplified to ̥ cos(2πf D t + φñ + φ 0 )F η , where the Kramers-Kronig relation between n and k is employed for simplifying φñ into tan −1 ( ∂κ ∂n ) [1] and the convolution between probe interference patterns via reflections off the AC wavepackets [∼ cos(2nkz + φñ)] and ∆ ηñ restricts F η as the Fourier
) at η-induced the dynamic Fabry-Perot (DFP) frequency f D = 2nv AC E probe /hc [1] with the Plank constant h and the speed of light c. The residual phase φ 0 =2nkz 0 is determined by the epicenter z 0 and the probe wavenumber (k = 2πE probe /hc) for the AC wavepacket [2] . In this way, f D becomes the solely allowed Brillouin component of propagating AC wavepackets perceived in the linear PE regime, unless otherwise incorporated with further detection frameworks for zone-folded phonons [3] or AC echoes [4, 5] while the sensitivity amplitude ̥ (∼ −2kr 0 ) was described by reflection coefficient (r 0 ) at E probe as in differential reflectivity spectra (DRS) scheme [2] . However, the PE could be nonlinear at E probe upon reaching E g even for such weak strains, as intuitively anticipated via abrupt nonlinear wavelength dependence of n and k. In this regard, |∆ ηñ (z, t)| can be expanded with η into the second order:
where ǫ η=0 is the dielectric constant of a crystal without strain. Then, F η is classified in different PE regimes either as
in the previously pioneered linear regime with a linear PE constant, e.g., p 13 for c-propagating longitudinal AC (LA) phonons in wurtzite crystals or as
in the newly proposed nonlinear regime of light-strain interaction with a corresponding nonlinear PE constant p 133 where the additional convolution term includes different AC frequency (f ) components beyond f D [6] . In order to visualize the accessibility of the different PE regimes even in a macroscopic crystal under the negligible strain amplitude, we calculated the E probe -dependent p 13 and p 133 in wurtzite GaN, by adapting the density functional theory results on linear and nonlinear optical properties [7] into nonlinear strain expansions. Figure for the tensile (compressive) component, locally generated from dynamic LA wavepackets along the c axis. The sign of ∆ η |ñ| indicates that tensile-strain-induced probe reflections would have a phase shift by π upon reflection off AC wavefronts while no phase inversion in photon is expected by compressive strains, conveying the phase information of phonons into the light waves. Figure 1 (b) shows the linear (p 13 ) and nonlinear (p 133 ) PE coefficients for dynamically induced normal tensile strain from Fig.  1 (a), yet with small magnitude of 0.5 %, extracted from ∆ η |ñ|-η relation at different E probe . As p 133 is approaching p 13 up to ∼90 % at E probe around 3.28 eV, the nonlinear PE regime is indeed experimentally accessible as denoted by the shaded E probe range in clear contrast to linear PE regime in either lower (<3.2 eV) or in higher energy sides (>3.4 eV). This nonlinear phononic response is anticipated to be further enhanced as the externally manipulated stain via the piezoelectricity is gated by abrupt photo-carrier-induced displacive screening [8] ; most importantly, as demonstrated in this work, whole spectral components of AC phonons contribute to F η if p 133 is non-zero in the last term of Eq. (2b), which implies previously restrained information on the frequency-dependent phononic decay dynamics in linear regime should newly infuse the amplitude-and phase-varying aspects of DRS in nonlinear PE regime.
In this letter, we explicate the phase variations of coherent AC phonons (CAPs) as functions of bipolar strain compositions controlled via a vertical electric field along the symmetric c axis, AC reflection, and time in nanoscale InGaN/GaN piezoelectric diodes, by measuring degenerate DRS representatively in the nonlinear regime of E probe at 3.289 eV as compared to phaseinvariant results in the linear regime at 3.163 eV with sufficiently low probing fluence ∼ 10 µJ/cm 2 at 293 K.
The structures used in this work have the similar doping parameters with our previous works [8] to electrically manipulate the LA phonon mode under the pumping fluence of ∼100 µJ/cm 2 , but with higher piezoelectric fields in intrinsic region of 2.1 MV/cm in five 2.2 nm-thick In 0.15 Ga 0.85 N quantum wells (QWs) and of -1 MV/cm in four 10 nm-thick GaN barriers. The piezoelectrically strained multiple QWs were encased by p-GaN from the depth z=0 (air/p-GaN interface) to 200 nm, p-Al 0.1 Ga 0.9 N from z=200 to 230 nm, and n-GaN from z=281 nm to the sapphire substrate at z=4.281 µm, forming rectifying junction with the reverse voltage V R below 22 V. The carrier concentrations of p-GaN, p-Al 0.1 Ga 0.9 N, and n-GaN were estimated to be about 2×10 17 , 1×10 17 , and 3×10 18 cm −3 , respectively. The inherent lattice-mismatch at QW-barrier interfaces caused the periodic normal strain variation with a wave vector of 2π/(L w +L b ), launching not only the propagating LA wavepackets [9] but also zone-folded LA phonons with a constant phase [6] , where L w and L b are the QW and barrier widths, respectively. Figure 2 overviews the excitation and transport properties of the photocarriers and AC wavepackets with V R in the context of the phase variations in different PE regimes. When the excitation energy (=E probe in our degenerate scheme) was low at 3.163 eV, photocarriers would be generated only within the QWs through spatially direct type I transition as seen in V R -dependent band diagrams of Fig. 2(a,b) , leading to the differential reflectivity jumps in ∆R/R at t=0 ps in Fig. 2 (c). The instantaneous changes of photocarrier densities induce lattice distortions, where the influence of deformation potential on dynamic strain (compressive) is ∼4 times smaller than that of piezoelectrically induced dynamic strain (tensile) [10] . Therefore, the dynamic strains initiated from the QWs, η w , were assumed to be unipolar tensile while their spatial profiles were determined from V R -dependent carrier density distributions.
When E probe was increased to 3.289 eV in Fig. 2 (a), electrons can be excited also into the barriers within the exciton Bohr radius (a B ) from interfaces through spa- Fig. 2(b) , electron hole pairs are generated both in QWs and in barriers through type I transitions as represented by the slant vertical arrows. The excited electrons in the barrier sides under weak external fields in Fig. 2(a) are captured into the wells [11] as denoted by the curved arrow, resulting in time-delayed humps in the background DRS signals in Fig. 2(c) . With increasing bias, the tunneling probabilities of electrons were drastically enhanced for V R >17 V, at which point the piezoelectric field in the QWs was fully compensated [12] . Therefore, at 20 V, the dynamics of the photoexcited carriers could be characterized either by ballistic transports of high energy electrons passing through the n-GaN region (horizontal arrows) or accumulations of lower en- ergy electrons near the n-GaN depletion region (shaded area). At 3.289 eV, the initiated AC wavepackets were bipolar with tensile η w from QWs and compressive η b from barriers, where the their compositional amplitudes were electrically controllable depending on the band diagrams [6] .
For bipolar CAPs in the nonlinear regime, DRS can be described by superimposing η w -and η binduced changes incorporating their phase correlation: 3) and the corresponding additional phase shift in DRS is
Equation (3) and (4) imply that the phase and amplitude of the DRS could be modulated by three previously ignored factors: (1) the strain compositions between tensile (corresponding to η w in our case) and compressive strains (η b ), (2) their spatial (thus, spectral) widths, and most importantly (3) the value of p 133 /p 13 in Eq. (2b) that determines F b /F w . The AC oscillations in the linear regime were extracted in Fig. 2 (e) with differently colored scatters assigned to V R after excluding the electronic background signals from the DRSs in Fig. 2(c) . Fitting curves with conventionally expected Brillouin scattering frequency at f D are guided with solid lines. After being launched from the epicenter, the AC wave packets propagated toward the sample/air interface for 0<t<t Ri (∼31 ps); then, reflected from the surface for t Ri <t<t Rf (∼40 ps) with a polarity reversal. As the dashed vertical lines indicate, the phase was almost invariant with V R before and after the surface reflection since φñ and φ 0 were not functions of V R as long as the bias-dependent change in ∂κ ∂n for φñ could be ignored as in our case [6] . In addition, the fitting curves consistently followed the experimental results over the entire temporal range, implying that f D and φ b/w are also invariant with time otherwise mentioned. Accordingly, the drastic phase shift with V R by ∼150 • for t<t Ri in Fig.  2 (f) was ascribed to change in φ b/w appeared in the nonlinear regime. The mathematical formulation of φ b/w was verified by the quantitative agreements between experiments and calculations of the phase shifts by ∼150 • via the increased η b with V R and the apparent sign reversal upon AC reflection which is intuitively expected from the symmetric form of φ b/w between F b and F w during the polarity change in Fig. 2(f) [cf., Fig. 3(a) ]. On the other hand, the fitting curves with f D =113.5 GHz at E probe of 3.289 eV deviated from the experiments with time delay except for V R =20 V, indicating that φ b/w changed with time. In this regard, time-derivative of the compositional phaseφ b/w was presumed to be the same with ∂ ∂t (2πf D t + φñ + φ 0 + φ b/w ) to extract φ b/w shift as a function of time hereafter, otherwise mentioned. Intriguingly, the surface-scattering-induced phase shift [to be dealt with in detail in Fig. 3 ], and the time-dependent behaviors of φ b/w [to be dealt with in detail in Fig. 4 ] cannot be explained without further incorporating nonlinear PE into the calculations on F b and F w since AC decay rate at f D (∼ 0.1 THz) is extremely small to distinguish F b from F w during reflection [13] and the propagation in the unbiased n-GaN [14] for t>t Rf +(281 nm+l D )/v AC ∼ 100 ps during which processes no external field exists keeping F b /F w constant, where l D is the n-depletion region (∼50 nm at 20 V).
The nonlinearity parameter p 133 /p 13 was quantified to manifest the role of nonlinear PE at 3.289 eV during AC reflection in Fig. 3 . The bias-dependent φ b/w values before (filled scatters) and after (empty scatters) the surface reflection are firstly plotted in Fig. 3(a) with F b /F w values taken at different V R . The coincidence with theoretical curve from Eq. (4) (solid line) at t=t Ri revealed that the strain distributions were actively manipulated with external bias. At t Rf , the sign-reversed values of φ b/w (empty squares) also followed the calculated curve (dashed line), but with increased F b /F w values for each bias as denoted by the vertical arrows. The change in F b /F w was attributed to the different decay rate of η w and η b during diffuse scatterings with surface roughness on the order of 0.7 nm [6] : AC phonons with broad spectrum as in η w decays more strongly than those in η b due to the exponential frequency dependence in the diffusive scattering process [13] , resulting in significant decreases in F w .
According to the evaluated F b /F w from Fig. 3(a) , the experimental values of A b/w at t=t Ri (filled scatters) and at t Rf (empty scatters) were plotted in Fig. 3(b) . Based on the results in Fig. 3(a) and (b) , the reflection-induced changes in F b and F w were estimated by comparing A b/w and φ b/w at t=t Ri and t Rf in Fig. 3(c) . Figure 3(d) shows the surface-scattering-induced decay rates γ w for F w and γ b for F b . The calculated decay rates encompassing differently shaded areas for γ w and γ b in Fig. 4(d) [6] matched with p 133 /p 13 =1.1±0.4. Here, the experimental decay rate of η w (γ w ) gradually decreased with V R as the external field compensated the piezoelectric field up to V R =15 V, and then slightly increased at 20 V, deviating from our expectation under the strong tunneling of electrons and the influence of deformation potential coupling. γ w also decreased at low bias but soon saturated within shaded area. Both γ w and γ b at 0 V were relatively higher with large discrepancies from higher bias values and attributed to the spatially localized photo-carrier generation at the well/barrier interfaces (thus with broadened spectral widths) via type II transitions, as also revealed via capture dynamics in Fig. 2(d) .
We also noted that the nonlinear PE could influence the phases of AC oscillations when phonons propagating in n-GaN as demonstrated in Fig. 2(f) . To explore the underlying mechanisms, we traced φ b/w in different regimes in Fig. 4 for t>t Rf , during which the wavefronts of the surface-reflected phonons are located at z=0 nm, with a fitting function φ b/w (t)=φ b/w (t Rf )+φ decay [1 − e −(t−t Rf )/τ ] [solid (dashed) line for the linear (nonlinear) regime]. Accordingly, the fitting parameters, φ decay and τ , representing the amount (duration) of the phase changes were extracted in Fig. 4(c,d) . The implications of the time-varying phase shifts on the phonon decay were investigated in terms of nonlinear PE. In the linear regime, φ b/w guided by solid line in Fig. 4(c) didn't change for V R ≤15 V since the probe light see only f D components of the strains. At 20 V under strong tunnel and ballistic carrier transports, however, φ b/w seemingly shifted by about -14 • with corresponding τ ∼38 ps shown in Fig. 4(d) after AC wavepackets entered the unbiased n-GaN at t∼100 ps, then jumped by ∼π as the wavepacket reached z∼1.91 µm at t∼300 ps. These phase variations could not be explained by the compositional profile in Eq. (4); instead, phase change in the earlier stage (t 100 ps) was mathematically nominal and attributed to the v AC reduction via piezoelctrically unstiffened elastic coefficient [15] due to the AC phonon interaction with accumulated electrons [15, 16] near the n-depletion region as illustrated in the Fig. 4(a) . More specifically, this transient phase shift originated from temporal change in f D when v AC decreased, as attained by time-integrating ∂ ∂t (2πf D t + φñ + φ 0 + φ b/w ), since the mathematical form of φ b/w (t) cannot involve AC decay around 100 GHz in this short time scale and η b is not even launched in the low energy excitation setting F b /F w at zero. The origin for the abrupt phase shift at t∼300 ps cannot be explicated in our model, nonetheless, the scattering of phonons with localized structural imperfections at z∼1.91 µm, which possibly resulted from permanent atomic misplacement due to the collisions with high energy electrons [17] , are suspected of causing the phase jump.
In the nonlinear regime, the φ b/w shifts in Fig. 4 (b) could be attributed to the scattering-induced change in F b /F w between 0 to 15 V whereas the abovementioned v AC lowering by electron-phonon interactions compensate F b /F w -induced shift in φ b/w at 20 V. With p 133 /p 13 =1.1±0.4, F w is expected to decay faster than F b through frequency-dependent scattering mechanisms, considering ∼2 times wider spectral width of η w compared to that of η b . Accordingly, F b /F w increased with time as AC packets scattered via electrons, defects, and other phonons during n-GaN propagation. On that regard, φ decay would be inversely correlated with F b /F w . The bias-dependent trends of φ decay and τ measured in the nonlinear regime supported our assertion. As plotted in Fig. 4(c) , for V R ≥5 V, φ decay tended to decrease as F b /F w increased with bias as previously introduced in Fig. 3(a) . On the other hand, the phase shift at 0 V was deviated from the general V R dependence and suppressed by ∼28 • with relatively short τ ∼150 ps in Fig. 4(d) . This is closely related with the large values of γ w and γ b at 0 V in Fig. 3(d) , which imply that considerable portion of high-frequency AC components were diffusively scattered out during the surface reflection. Thus, after t Rf , the spectral widths of η w and η b became relatively simi-lar at 0 V, reducing φ decay and τ . At 20 V, the opposite trends of the phase shifts by the scattering-induced AC profile variation and the lowering of v AC would compete to suppress φ decay and τ as confirmed in Fig. 4(c) and (d). In addition, the envelope fluctuation of AC oscillations at 20 V in Fig. 2(f) for t>100 ps matched well with the phase-varying range in linear regime [cf., Fig.  4(a,c,d) ] and is also suspected to be caused by atomic misplacements and the AC interactions with the trapped electrons therein.
Since the phonon scattering caused the time-varying changes in φ b/w in nonlinear PE regime, the scattering mechanisms could be conversely disclosed in terms of fdependence. For simplicity's sake, the extrinsic mechanisms and Akhiezer scattering dominant in low f side [18] in the Matthiessen's rule among different scattering processes were firstly ignored to estimate the upper limit for the intrinsic anharmonic scattering rate τ −1 AN =BT 3 ω 2 [14] , where B is the three phonon scattering coefficient, T the temperature, and ω corresponding to 2πf . Therefore, B was used as an adjustable parameter to minimize the squared error between the measurements and the calculated values of φ b/w which were determined based on calculations of the time-varying CAP profiles with a scattering coefficient B and the nonlinearity parameter p 133 /p 13 through Eq. (4). The best-fitting value of B was 2.2×10 −23 sK −1 , which is about 36 % of the previous report by Liu et al. [19] . However, the firstly reported value B would yield a phonon life time much shorter than those of Si [20] and GaAs [18] in spite of the superior thermal conductivity of GaN. Debateably, recently reported upper limit on B is still variant from 0.75×10 −23 sK −1 [21] to 0.103×10 −23 sK −1 [22] , our result on the upper limit of B is slightly larger than updated B values since the extrinsic processes [23] from inherent atomic vacancies during growth, intentionally/unintentionally doped impurities, and the atomic misplacements to list a few are simultaneously influential in n-GaN region other than the intrinsic scatterings. Although further studies are required to quantitatively analyze the scattering processes, we note that, by tracing the phase of DRS, oftenneglected electron-phonon scattering [5] could be exhibited even in low f range measured in the conventional linear regime by locally boosting electron density with high external bias of 20 V. Also, the AC amplitude decay in both PE regimes was hardly noticed when the transient envelope decrement is dominated by probe light absorption. On that regard, the nonlinear PE framework showed promise to recognizing the phase of optically detected AC propagations and provide distinguished insight to characterize frequency-dependent AC dephasing processes in nanoscale.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that the phase of CAPs can be sensitive to nonlinear photoelastic constant and actively manipulated in piezoelectric heterostructures with external bias. When phonons were probed in the linear photoelastic regime, no phase shift with bias, surface reflection, or time delay was observed in the ∆R/R signals. On the contrary, the phase was modulated with V R and by scattering at the surface or in n-GaN as the phonons were probed in the nonlinear regime. The results of the direct and continuous phase measurement would provide a new access to configuring the arbitrary profiles of AC phonons in a coordinated use of electric fields, probing light source, and the material compositions. This work, if combined with the emergent design and fabrication capability for phonon wave interference, could pave the new route to phase-manipulated metamaterials encompassing high frequency thermal phonons.
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